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eCommerce is evolving, and it's making building a profitable eCommerce business harder than

ever.What worked 5 years ago is now a dead end. Digital marketing today is lazy. It prioritizes

paid users even though every entrepreneur knows organic users represent a much higher

lifetime value. But attracting paid users is so much faster and easier, entrepreneurs are blinded

by the FOMO of short-term crutches like discounting to boost sales at any cost. That cost is

often non-existent retention rates which bleeds your profits and only creates more desperation

for quick conversions. Most retailers end up trying to compete on price, a game you're always

going to lose, and get trapped trading their time for money, the same rat race most

entrepreneurs started their own business to escape.There is a way to stop micromanaging

your business and focus on scaling it: you need a brand.Consumers always buy for the same

reasons, whether online or offline, but eCommerce has profoundly changed buying behavior

and the typical buyer's journey. In the early days of eCommerce, having a good SEO strategy

and attractive website design was enough to generate sales, so brand development was

largely seen as an unnecessary expense.With the economic disruption from social distancing,

more demographics are shifting to online shopping, and it's accelerating eCommerce's

evolution exponentially. Consumers expect a seamless experience that reflects their values and

offers more than a transaction. To achieve this, what you need today is an approach that

marries the customer insights and the strategic direction of branding with the tools of

eCommerce. After every category has been disrupted and saturated with DTC offers, building

a strong brand is quickly becoming the only way to differentiate your business amongst

competitors.You need the 7C's.In Checkout: The eCommerce Branding Book, Neil Verma, a

former corporate brand executive and eCommerce entrepreneur, introduces the 7C Method, an

end-to-end brand strategy designed specifically for eCommerce. The result of an exhaustive

study of the top 100 eCommerce brands blended with blue-chip brand secrets, it's the only

branding book of its kind. And the 7C's aren't another growth hack: this is a holistic brand

strategy that eliminates guesswork, optimizes resources, and gives you back your time.

About the AuthorKnown as The Data Whisperer, I have over 25 years of experience in master

data, reference data, metadata, MDM, data governance space, and I spent those decades

solving data management challenges for large global enterprises. I also helped data content

owners and innovative tech brands tell their data stories. I have enlightened countless business

executives on the value of proper data management by stressing strategic rationale and

business alignment rather than technical implementation and system integration. I focus on the

strategic WHY rather than the technical HOW, the tactical WHAT, or the organizational WHO. I

believe data management is one of the most essential and overlooked disciplines in any

enterprise. In today's business environment, this is your opportunity to make the most of it.

There is plenty of complexity in the data space; however, it is filled with simple truths. I want to

help you simplify the complex to make sure your enterprise data story ends happily ever after. --

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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About eCommerce Branding?Growing up, I always had a fascination some may call an

obsession, with brands: the unique personalities behind them and their role in my life. It

intrigued me that there were people and things that were somehow universally appealing yet

cut from a unique pattern. Then it wasn’t a surprise to friends or family when I focused on

business and branding in college and later got an MBA in eCommerce Leadership. Nor was it a

surprise to anyone that my first gig out of graduate school would be as a corporate banker and

brand consultant.This was part of my “5-year plan” at the time, after which I’d go out on my

own: I just wasn’t sure how. Of course, that 5-year plan turned into 6, 7, and then 10 years, but

I had established a strong groove working for some of the biggest corporate brands in the

world, managing $100 million businesses.Leaving My Corporate Years BehindI excelled in this

role, helping ensure customers came back again and again, week after week, month after

month. But of course, once you get good at something and form a repeatable system, it starts

getting mechanical.But.I had an itch: an itch to build something from scratch.To develop a



business without the bureaucracy.To make a difference.With a core interest in brand and digital

strategy, an MBA, and after building the digital strategy for several Canadian financial

institutions, eCommerce was a natural calling. I jumped into the fray, head first, thinking I had

established multi-million-dollar businesses, how tough could this be? And as I’m academically

inclined, I took a few courses, thinking I would be well on my way to tasting immediate success.

I remember the day I pushed back from my comfy Herman Miller chair, walked into HR with a

smile on my face with a freshly printed letter of resignation. My confidence and excitement

brimmed over as I walked out the front doors, 20 floors down, to an appropriately springy day.6

months later, I chalked up my first eCommerce fail.12 months later, my second.At the time, my

mantra 18 hours a day, 7 days a week, became 3 simple letters: “W...T... F?”A year before I had

total control: I was bonusing out to the tune of a new house in Toronto after 3 years, a summer

house in 6, and soon my salary was just gravy. I was a respected “master” of brand and digital

strategy in the business community at large, but 12 months out on my own and I had literally

gone from “Real Kobe Beef” to “Ramen.” I had no strategy. I was crouched in a corner reacting

day-in-day-out, batting shiny objects like a meth-addicted tabby cat. I remember the many

“aha’s” I exclaimed aloud to myself as I discovered the tools that would surely change my fate:

a new Facebook Ad technique, a Shopify theme optimized for conversions, a new Messenger

marketing template, among others.Of course, this was all still punctuated by my “WTF” mantra

at the end of each of those days!And while these tools proved to be useful, and should be used

by any eCommerce maven, I found it all meant nothing. None of it moved the needle because I

didn’t have an identified CORE. A central purpose. Differentiated meaning. In other words: I

didn’t have a real brand.I watched as other eCommerce businesses proved themselves in

under a year, generating upwards of $1, 2, 3, and 5 million in revenue: what did other

eCommerce entrepreneurs have that I lacked? I used the same marketing tactics as they did,

and yet, they’d generate millions of unique page views while I was having trouble getting

Facebook click-throughs on, in my opinion, some of the best advertising and offers in the

broader industry.But I’ve never been a quitter.My eCommerce Branding Revelation I dusted

myself off, now easier than ever, as I’d traded in my Brooks Brothers suits for stretchy-waist

tracksuits, which doubled conveniently as pajamas for the many nights I found it easier just to

nap in the office. Then, I went back to the basics. I reminded myself that regardless of the

nature of the business, customers buy for the same reasons. Buying psychology remains the

same, whether it’s a 401K package or a custom tooled, Corinthian leather bag. I had a store

with unique products and marketing, but I needed to establish a (new) brand strategy.But as I

started taking a more formal and focused look at branding for eCommerce, I noticed two very

distinct buckets of error. Anything even tangentially referring to eCommerce branding was

incorrect or incomplete regarding actual branding tenets and laws. And the handful of

eCommerce companies recognized for their branding either stumbled upon their methods from

trial and error and a lot of expensive rework and learning or had outside firms, funded by a

Series B, do the branding work from the “outside.” The insight that seemed to be missing was

that while the core laws of branding are consistent and universal, the specific implementation

steps and processes are different and must be adapted to eCommerce. And the more I dug for

any logical and well thought out approach to eCommerce branding, the less I found. I realized

I’d have to figure out and develop my system in that vacuum.Which is what I did.First, I spent

12 months analyzing over 200+ Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) companies (some which I would

say qualified as brands or near-brands), companies that had a real impact over the last 3

years. I analyzed their various evolutionary inflections and what worked. I also looked at what I

had been taught about traditional branding methods, which worked everywhere else but didn’t



seem to work in eCommerce. I essentially went through every tool in my brander’s toolbox and

had to determine which ones were viable or usable in eCommerce, what the new eCommerce

brand tools were, and what traditional tools could be adapted and applied to eCommerce that

had never been used before.I discovered most successful eCom brands were built around a

core principle which then emanated through everything they did: from marketing to product

development, to operations, to customer experience. These were not randomly assembled

brands that achieved fluke success, even if early on various frameworks or individual tactics

had been tested only to be quickly discarded and replaced. What emerged was that for all of

these successful brands, there was eventually a systematic framework with a strong core

around which everything else grew. While many of these systems remained incomplete, they

worked, and it was obvious what subsystems were common across all of the top eCommerce

brands. But to make order an actionable system that was practical and logical, I knew I had to

break it down and define the individual elements which built on each other until a powerful

result was achieved.As I pieced these various elements together, it became the 7C framework,

with each “C” addressing a critical aspect of eCommerce brand building:1. Core2. Customer3.

Community4. Competition5. Creatives6. Content7. ChannelIt was from this framework that I

founded and built my next eCommerce business, and within 11 months, I grew the business

and was able to sell it for a tidy 7-figure sum.“Third time’s a charm,” you might say, but for me,

my third business only succeeded because of the 7C framework. This is the same framework

that I started using for our consulting clients to take them from a mediocre to a mainstream

brand. And just like my (3rd) eCommerce company…it worked for them, too. Every time.My

Inspiration for Providing the 7C SystemYou can see a thread throughout most of this history:

struggle, repetition, iteration, realization, systematization, then repeatability to mastery... then

boredom! While I love the consulting work and clients, there is a capacity ceiling, and I can’t

personally reach more than a few dozen new eCommerce companies and CEO/Founders a

year. The only way to spread the word throughout the broader eCommerce community is by

making this knowledge directly available as a standalone 7C text and coaching classes to

positively impact thousands from the bounty of my own hard-fought learning.Despite the

success I’ve had adopting brand strategy as the underlying foundation of my eCommerce

businesses, I know there remains prevalent systematic issues, myths, and misconceptions

related to branding throughout the eCommerce world. If anything, I was an exemplar to the

rule.I am often shocked to see how diluted and misconstrued the term branding is in the

eCommerce community. I know branding tends to be viewed as an unnecessary expense,

something you do once you hit a certain clip or procure outside funding. But as I got deeper

into the community, the fallacies around branding became more pronounced.Here were some

of my observations:•Entrepreneurs often point to their logo or packaging, confusing creative

design with branding.•The sheer laziness of most digital marketing today. It’s preoccupied with

short-term tactics driven by FOMO to pump up conversions. Without branding, this campaign-

obsessed mindset traps entrepreneurs in the death spiral of price wars, and ignores the

importance of creating demand, not just capturing it.•This situation only creates desperation,

heightening the importance of every dollar. Meaning you never have the ability to balance

marketing with the long-term methods that create customer relationships that increase their

lifetime value, and multiplies retention, driving down your acquisition costs.•There’s a

deficiency in patience in most eCommerce entrepreneurs. Even though we know organic users

are more valuable long-term than paid users, pursuing paid customers is so much easier and

faster in the short-term. As a result, branding – which is the best way to secure reliable, steady

income and profitable growth – is totally ignored.eBB’s “Why”As an eCommerce entrepreneur, I



encountered many fellow retailers who struggled with branding. Too often, these struggles

weren’t due to a lack of ability or resources, but mistaken beliefs and fallacies about the

importance of brand and the branding process. Later, after I exited my eCommerce companies,

I found myself wanting to contribute to the eCommerce community. Knowing the success I had

achieved with the branding system I had used in my own businesses, and combined with the

impression that many of my fellow entrepreneurs were grappling with branding, this ultimately

inspired my vision to educate and guide other eCommerce retailers to use the power of

branding to help them build their scalable businesses.I then created (eBB), the platform

through which I’d deliver my message. Today, eBrandBuilders is an online community that

supports eCommerce entrepreneurs to thrive. This community is our tribe, and their success

enhances the power and joy in our own circle.Of the many tools and resources we provide at

eBB, our flagship offering is our 7-week digital coaching program called eBrandcubator, and it’s

the only total brand construction program designed specifically for eCommerce entrepreneurs.

The intensive 7-week session involves educating, training, and mentoring eCommerce

entrepreneurs and taking them from being product hustlers to brand masters.If you’re

interested in learning more, you can find further details by visiting .

INTRODUCTIONWho Am I to Teach You About eCommerce Branding?Growing up, I always

had a fascination some may call an obsession, with brands: the unique personalities behind

them and their role in my life. It intrigued me that there were people and things that were

somehow universally appealing yet cut from a unique pattern. Then it wasn’t a surprise to

friends or family when I focused on business and branding in college and later got an MBA in

eCommerce Leadership. Nor was it a surprise to anyone that my first gig out of graduate

school would be as a corporate banker and brand consultant.This was part of my “5-year plan”

at the time, after which I’d go out on my own: I just wasn’t sure how. Of course, that 5-year plan

turned into 6, 7, and then 10 years, but I had established a strong groove working for some of

the biggest corporate brands in the world, managing $100 million businesses.Leaving My

Corporate Years BehindI excelled in this role, helping ensure customers came back again and

again, week after week, month after month. But of course, once you get good at something and

form a repeatable system, it starts getting mechanical.But.I had an itch: an itch to build

something from scratch.To develop a business without the bureaucracy.To make a

difference.With a core interest in brand and digital strategy, an MBA, and after building the

digital strategy for several Canadian financial institutions, eCommerce was a natural calling. I

jumped into the fray, head first, thinking I had established multi-million-dollar businesses, how

tough could this be? And as I’m academically inclined, I took a few courses, thinking I would be

well on my way to tasting immediate success. I remember the day I pushed back from my

comfy Herman Miller chair, walked into HR with a smile on my face with a freshly printed letter

of resignation. My confidence and excitement brimmed over as I walked out the front doors, 20

floors down, to an appropriately springy day.6 months later, I chalked up my first eCommerce

fail.12 months later, my second.At the time, my mantra 18 hours a day, 7 days a week, became

3 simple letters: “W...T... F?”A year before I had total control: I was bonusing out to the tune of a

new house in Toronto after 3 years, a summer house in 6, and soon my salary was just gravy. I

was a respected “master” of brand and digital strategy in the business community at large, but

12 months out on my own and I had literally gone from “Real Kobe Beef” to “Ramen.” I had no

strategy. I was crouched in a corner reacting day-in-day-out, batting shiny objects like a meth-

addicted tabby cat. I remember the many “aha’s” I exclaimed aloud to myself as I discovered

the tools that would surely change my fate: a new Facebook Ad technique, a Shopify theme



optimized for conversions, a new Messenger marketing template, among others.Of course, this

was all still punctuated by my “WTF” mantra at the end of each of those days!And while these

tools proved to be useful, and should be used by any eCommerce maven, I found it all meant

nothing. None of it moved the needle because I didn’t have an identified CORE. A central

purpose. Differentiated meaning. In other words: I didn’t have a real brand.I watched as other

eCommerce businesses proved themselves in under a year, generating upwards of $1, 2, 3,

and 5 million in revenue: what did other eCommerce entrepreneurs have that I lacked? I used

the same marketing tactics as they did, and yet, they’d generate millions of unique page views

while I was having trouble getting Facebook click-throughs on, in my opinion, some of the best

advertising and offers in the broader industry.But I’ve never been a quitter.My eCommerce

Branding Revelation I dusted myself off, now easier than ever, as I’d traded in my Brooks

Brothers suits for stretchy-waist tracksuits, which doubled conveniently as pajamas for the

many nights I found it easier just to nap in the office. Then, I went back to the basics. I

reminded myself that regardless of the nature of the business, customers buy for the same

reasons. Buying psychology remains the same, whether it’s a 401K package or a custom

tooled, Corinthian leather bag. I had a store with unique products and marketing, but I needed

to establish a (new) brand strategy.But as I started taking a more formal and focused look at

branding for eCommerce, I noticed two very distinct buckets of error. Anything even tangentially

referring to eCommerce branding was incorrect or incomplete regarding actual branding tenets

and laws. And the handful of eCommerce companies recognized for their branding either

stumbled upon their methods from trial and error and a lot of expensive rework and learning or

had outside firms, funded by a Series B, do the branding work from the “outside.” The insight

that seemed to be missing was that while the core laws of branding are consistent and

universal, the specific implementation steps and processes are different and must be adapted

to eCommerce. And the more I dug for any logical and well thought out approach to

eCommerce branding, the less I found. I realized I’d have to figure out and develop my system

in that vacuum.Which is what I did.First, I spent 12 months analyzing over 200+ Direct-to-

Consumer (DTC) companies (some which I would say qualified as brands or near-brands),

companies that had a real impact over the last 3 years. I analyzed their various evolutionary

inflections and what worked. I also looked at what I had been taught about traditional branding

methods, which worked everywhere else but didn’t seem to work in eCommerce. I essentially

went through every tool in my brander’s toolbox and had to determine which ones were viable

or usable in eCommerce, what the new eCommerce brand tools were, and what traditional

tools could be adapted and applied to eCommerce that had never been used before.I

discovered most successful eCom brands were built around a core principle which then

emanated through everything they did: from marketing to product development, to operations,

to customer experience. These were not randomly assembled brands that achieved fluke

success, even if early on various frameworks or individual tactics had been tested only to be

quickly discarded and replaced. What emerged was that for all of these successful brands,

there was eventually a systematic framework with a strong core around which everything else

grew. While many of these systems remained incomplete, they worked, and it was obvious

what subsystems were common across all of the top eCommerce brands. But to make order

an actionable system that was practical and logical, I knew I had to break it down and define

the individual elements which built on each other until a powerful result was achieved.As I

pieced these various elements together, it became the 7C framework, with each “C”

addressing a critical aspect of eCommerce brand building:1. Core2. Customer3. Community4.

Competition5. Creatives6. Content7. ChannelIt was from this framework that I founded and built



my next eCommerce business, and within 11 months, I grew the business and was able to sell

it for a tidy 7-figure sum.“Third time’s a charm,” you might say, but for me, my third business

only succeeded because of the 7C framework. This is the same framework that I started using

for our consulting clients to take them from a mediocre to a mainstream brand. And just like my

(3rd) eCommerce company…it worked for them, too. Every time.My Inspiration for Providing

the 7C SystemYou can see a thread throughout most of this history: struggle, repetition,

iteration, realization, systematization, then repeatability to mastery... then boredom! While I

love the consulting work and clients, there is a capacity ceiling, and I can’t personally reach

more than a few dozen new eCommerce companies and CEO/Founders a year. The only way

to spread the word throughout the broader eCommerce community is by making this

knowledge directly available as a standalone 7C text and coaching classes to positively impact

thousands from the bounty of my own hard-fought learning.Despite the success I’ve had

adopting brand strategy as the underlying foundation of my eCommerce businesses, I know

there remains prevalent systematic issues, myths, and misconceptions related to branding

throughout the eCommerce world. If anything, I was an exemplar to the rule.I am often shocked

to see how diluted and misconstrued the term branding is in the eCommerce community. I

know branding tends to be viewed as an unnecessary expense, something you do once you hit

a certain clip or procure outside funding. But as I got deeper into the community, the fallacies

around branding became more pronounced.Here were some of my

observations:•Entrepreneurs often point to their logo or packaging, confusing creative design

with branding.•The sheer laziness of most digital marketing today. It’s preoccupied with short-

term tactics driven by FOMO to pump up conversions. Without branding, this campaign-

obsessed mindset traps entrepreneurs in the death spiral of price wars, and ignores the

importance of creating demand, not just capturing it.•This situation only creates desperation,

heightening the importance of every dollar. Meaning you never have the ability to balance

marketing with the long-term methods that create customer relationships that increase their

lifetime value, and multiplies retention, driving down your acquisition costs.•There’s a

deficiency in patience in most eCommerce entrepreneurs. Even though we know organic users

are more valuable long-term than paid users, pursuing paid customers is so much easier and

faster in the short-term. As a result, branding – which is the best way to secure reliable, steady

income and profitable growth – is totally ignored.eBB’s “Why”As an eCommerce entrepreneur, I

encountered many fellow retailers who struggled with branding. Too often, these struggles

weren’t due to a lack of ability or resources, but mistaken beliefs and fallacies about the

importance of brand and the branding process. Later, after I exited my eCommerce companies,

I found myself wanting to contribute to the eCommerce community. Knowing the success I had

achieved with the branding system I had used in my own businesses, and combined with the

impression that many of my fellow entrepreneurs were grappling with branding, this ultimately

inspired my vision to educate and guide other eCommerce retailers to use the power of

branding to help them build their scalable businesses.I then created (eBB), the platform

through which I’d deliver my message. Today, eBrandBuilders is an online community that

supports eCommerce entrepreneurs to thrive. This community is our tribe, and their success

enhances the power and joy in our own circle.Of the many tools and resources we provide at

eBB, our flagship offering is our 7-week digital coaching program called eBrandcubator, and it’s

the only total brand construction program designed specifically for eCommerce entrepreneurs.

The intensive 7-week session involves educating, training, and mentoring eCommerce

entrepreneurs and taking them from being product hustlers to brand masters.If you’re

interested in learning more, you can find further details by visiting .The book you have in your



hands is the core of our approach, and it provides an accessible stepping-stone to the world of

eCommerce branding.The Primary Goals of this Book (aka What’s In It for You)I recently

visited and did a quick search for “branding” books. There were over 9,643 individual entries,

not to mention the hundreds of other books covering the various sub-practices of branding.

Clearly, there’s a lot of knowledge and expertise about branding out there. The problem is that

among these thousands of results, almost all of these books take a traditional approach. They

tend to be academic and overly theoretical, and none are specifically tailored to address the

unique methods and specific tools needed to brand in the eCommerce space.The advantage

of this book is that I’m one of you, and I understand there’s a strong overlap between

eCommerce and digital marketing. Meaning, eCommerce entrepreneurs are comfortable with

blueprints, workshops, guides, courses, and case studies. I’ve applied these learning

frameworks throughout this book to give you a tangible, step-by-step methodology. This book is

structured using the 7C’s, the approach I developed over the years working with our consulting

clients and in my eCommerce ventures. Each chapter details one of the 7C’s, starting with the

broader conceptual theory behind the C before going into actual implementation.The practical

side of the 7C approach takes multiple avenues:The book features the proprietary, 1-page

eBrandBuilders 7C Canvas. This page should be used as a landmark to develop and document

your strategy as you progress through each phase.As you read along, we will also be building

the brand strategy for Meniml, a men’s skincare brand created to demonstrate through

example, and step-by-step, how to build an eCommerce brand that resonates with

consumers.We also use real-world, practical examples and case studies from other best-in-

class Direct to Consumer (DTC) brands whose mastery of individual steps or concepts are

illuminating.The goal of this book is to provide you with a concrete, how-to plan to help you

learn everything you need to know about developing a highly successful eCommerce brand: all

in plain English. After going through this process, you should:•Be strategic rather than over-

reliant on tactics.•Be able to increase your paid traffic campaigns by 3-5x, giving you a stronger

foundation for your brand.•Achieve greater cohesion and clarity among your team.•Be closer

than ever to reaching the much-coveted 7-8 figure mark.•Be a brand master, rather than a

product hustler.I would add one caveat, however. While eBB team and I are always available to

answer any questions, and a more formal consultation through the 7-week coaching program

eBrandcubator (), you’ll get the most value out of this book if you act on each step outlined as

you go along. Your comprehension will truly soar once you get your hands dirty and begin

building your brand with our framework as your guide.The core purpose of this book is to

spread this message farther and wider: branding should not be an afterthought. Your brand

strategy can, and should, extend beyond visual assets to be your organization’s corporate

strategy. Looking at the most highly valued corporations today, all of them first built a

compelling brand, cultivated a loyal following, attracted premium talent, and built significant

equity. eCommerce isn’t just following a similar growth pattern, it’s also evolving into a

standalone industry: consider the $1 billion valuation of Dollar Shave Club, the acquisition of

Tuft & Needle by an offline competitor, and Gordon Gekko sized acquisitions like PetSmart’s

$3.35 billion purchase of .Who Should Read this Book?This book is for you if:1. You’re a

struggling eCommerce owner stuck in a rut. Day to day, you’re absorbed in chasing the magic-

bullet solutions toted by gurus online. You hustle every day for sales, churning out offer-led ad

campaigns, but your business never seems to grow, because you don’t understand that what

you’ve been taught is “right,” is actually undermining the value customers place on your

brand.2. You’re a new eCommerce owner, but you want to build a solid foundation from the

start. You understand the value of branding and want to build your business from the inside-



out, the right way, from day one.3. You’re a traditional, but struggling, brick-and-mortar brand

leader. You’d like to emulate the success of newer eCom entrants into your space, but you’re

prepared to tackle the real issues. You’re not just interested in changing your logo, you’re ready

to take stock of your current situation, make a cultural shift, align internal systems and

processes, change your decision-making criteria, and focus on digital-first.4. You’re like us: you

crave the education, direction, and support to build a highly successful eCommerce business.

Whether you’re looking to turbo charge your standalone store or build a synergistic portfolio of

eCom properties, you want the knowledge and strategies to take your business to the next

level.BRANDING BASICS, BRANDER BASICSProducts versus BrandsThere are more

products in the world than producers or consumers. That is, there are more products in the

world than the seven billion people who use them.Ebook Tops alone sells upwards of 606

million products: with an average of 1.3 million new products added every day.1 Most of these

products are commodities, which is neither good nor bad, though it does mean that many of

these products are non-exclusive or interchangeable.What this means for companies creating

and/or manufacturing and selling these products is that competition in each category and sub-

category is primarily based on price. And as we know from core business strategy, only one

company can win in each category using the price-leader position: think Walmart.Target, for

instance, doesn’t compete with Walmart on price, but on the strength of their in-house brands

and custom branded products, for which it charges a premium. This is also why we shouldn’t

be surprised to hear about large and small companies with dominant revenues in their spaces

suddenly facing bankruptcy or takeover. Companies grow through profitability, not revenue, and

many unbranded, multi-million-dollar companies file for bankruptcy every year.These economic

truths explain why branding, selling emotions and meanings above the basic utility of a product

alone, is - or should be - a key competitive asset for any company trying to make its way

through the sea of competitive noise, and rise above the tooth-and-claw tactical competition.To

further explain: products perform a function. Early in the multi-community market life-cycle,

most core products were unique. Today, in a mature marketplace, almost every category or sub-

category is replete with competitor products offering similar functions. Branding today is as

much a factor of survival as it is of (category relative) growth.Brands offer emotions: they fulfill

wants in addition to needs. As such, people fall in love with brands, not products. And while

products perform a job, brands perform with purpose. For example, I may need a smartphone

to make and receive calls, email, surf the web for information, and listen to music. And all

smartphones (the product), have these same core functions. I can get a smartphone online or

at literally hundreds of other places in my city, from phone service carrier outlets to electronics

stores to mass merchants including Walmart and Target. On top of this, the actual phone

function can be carried out through multiple carriers, those same carriers available for all major

smartphone brands. The smartphone’s core, embedded function as a phone, is in itself

commoditized.But I go to my local Apple store, its own experience, and always buy an iPhone:

in fact, I have personally bought 8 iPhones over the last 10 years. It’s the brand I trust. I feel

good using it and know a human being will be there to help me with any problems (and it

certainly doesn’t hurt that that human is also a “Genius!”).iPhone is the brand in this case and

visiting an Apple Store and using the phone is the emotional payoff I get from that brand.

Associating with other iPhone users is an added community endorsement and belonging

factor.iPhone keeps me constantly connected in the way I feel most comfortable. If I want to

access the latest apps, I know iOS is usually the first choice for developers. If I want to buy

music, iTunes always has what I want. But it’s integrated and easy, and like the Apple Store

(offline), I like the iTunes experience: Apple is consistent across all of its “fixed” touchpoints. In



fact, when I interact with iPhone, I am getting a whole constellation of Apple-supported brands

in one: commonly referred to as its ecosystem. Remember: product equals function. Brand

equals emotion.I’ll stop here because I intend to point out how commodity products are

basically at parity with each other. They perform the same jobs and fulfill the same needs.

Brands are what differentiate the products because of the unique feeling they impart. Which, as

we will demonstrate is the “EVP” or Emotional Value Proposition a brand brings in addition to

the UVP, or Unique Value Proposition a product provides.Brands are Multi-

Generational:Products, like Humans, Eventually DieProducts, also, are more static than

brands, especially physical products that are manufactured and can require a 2-year cycle to

implement any market-desired change, upgrade, or addition. While a brand’s core should never

change, it can still evolve with its consumer base, and frankly has to. When a brand loses favor

and doesn’t change with its core customers’ changing needs and wants, it is subject to two

reactions:1. It loses significant market share: these brands are typically plagued by increasingly

steep, off-price promotions, which only further devalue the brand. Although promotions can

temporarily stave-off a downward spiral, they end up increasing the velocity of their downfall

after this initial stall.2. Inertia: when a company ignores market feedback, it will soon find itself

preparing for bankruptcy or becomes vulnerable to competitor acquisition.Because branding, at

large, is all-encompassing and impacts a company’s operations, culture, and creates

significantly valuable intangible assets, it’s not surprising it has been defined in multiple ways.

As this book is specifically focused on brand building for eCommerce properties, I’ll first borrow

a definition of branding from an eCommerce founder whose business represents 44 cents on

every eCom dollar spent in the US today.2According to Ebook Tops’s Jeff Bezos: “Branding is

what people say when you leave the room.” This definition certainly speaks to all three

elements of branding I alluded to earlier: it’s all-encompassing, an end to end influence, and of

course, addresses the abstract aspect of branding.eBrandBuilders’, core definition is: This

premium reflects attributes including emotional appeal, perceived benefits, and elevated

status.Brands Versus Products: The Brass Tacks1. Brands outlive products.Brands convey a

uniform quality, credibility, and experience. Brands are valuable, and many companies put the

value of their brand on their balance sheet. For instance, when Kraft bought Cadbury for $19.5

billion, what did they buy? The chocolate? The factories? The recipes? The candy makers?

No, they bought the brands.2. Branding is fundamental.Branding is basic. Branding is essential.

And branding builds incredible value for companies and corporations.3. Branding simplifies

choice.Walk down the cereal aisle alone: there are over 130 different types of cereals to

choose from. Some are gluten-free, some are meant for weight loss, some are loaded with

sugar, and some have higher protein content. Others are purely meant to appeal to our taste

buds: be it cinnamon, honey, or raisins. Shapes vary, too. Add in the multiple choices for the

type of milk you’re going to use and the simple act of having breakfast is transformed into an

overwhelming myriad of choices. If having breakfast presents a person with an immense

amount of choice, what about the rest of the day?4. Brands provide a stable asset.Products

might fail, companies are bought and sold, technologies change daily, but strong brands carry

on through all these changes.5. Brands provide economic value.The value of organizations is

divided into two areas: intangible and tangible assets. Brands are intangible assets. A study of

organizations in the S&P 500 Index showed that over 30-years period, between 1975 and

2003, the overall corporate value of intangible assets increased from 17% to 80%.36. Brands

set expectations.We live in a world based on promises. The car dealer’s mechanic promises to

do a thorough job, checking and rechecking the car to make sure it’s safe. Cafeterias promise

to provide fresh coffee brewed in a clean environment.In the eCommerce space, where DTC



largely resides, branding is crucial. In the absence of any physical interaction, with no ability to

touch, feel, or try a physical product, branding is what maintains the tangible cord of

connection between a seller and buyer.The eCommerce Buyer’s JourneyTo understand this

better, let’s follow the buyer’s journey over a 7 day window and through 7 interactions. This

represents a typical journey, and, yes, we are obsessed with “7s,” as our framework happens to

be complete with 7 steps, but this is a happy coincidence.Phase 1: Product

AwarenessWednesday (Day 1). Angela takes her kids to their soccer game, and as the kids hit

the field, she sets up her fold-out chair next to the other parents. She wants to be social, but at

the same time, the sun is glaring down on her, making her uncomfortable. She decides not to

move, as she’d rather chat with others, but it suddenly dawns on her: what if she could find a

chair that has a built-in shade?Phase 2: Solution AwarenessThursday (Day 2). Finding a chair

with an adjustable shade is still on Angela’s mind. She mentions it to Frank, her husband, and

he mentions he has seen people bring them to previous games. Now, Angela is intrigued.After

putting the kids to sleep, she Google’s “chair with shade.” Well, Frank was right for a change,

she murmurs, these do exist! She sees several ads for various brands, priced upwards of $45.

And as she scrolls down on the page, she sees that they are available on Ebook Tops, Home

Depot, Lowes, and more. Pretty much everyone has them, and she wonders why she wasn’t

aware of them. Angela clicks on a few other sites - Target, Renetto, and more, but wanting to

make the right decision, decides that she is going to do further research sometime over lunch

tomorrow.Phase 3: Brand Awareness: Identify & Secure CredibilityFriday (Day 3). At lunch the

next day, Angela opens her laptop to first post some pictures on Facebook from a recent family

vacation. But after logging in, she sees images of the same chair from last night in her

newsfeed. Savvy marketers have retargeted her! Angela clicks on the ad, which leads to a blog

post on “8 Cool Products You Need this Summer,” hosted on . She reads the post and finds

it informative, and of course, it features the same folding chair with a built-in canopy she had

browsed the night before. She then starts clicking through the rest of the site: she watches a

few of their videos showing the chair in use and then visits the “About” page. It’s here that she

learns Renetto are the “inventors and creators of the Original Canopy chair,” and they hold

numerous patents for it as well. She also discovers it’s their product that’s sold at Target, Dicks

Sporting Goods and other retailers. Running short on time, she thinks she will decide by

tomorrow to have the chair in time for next week’s soccer games.Phase 4: The Purchase

DecisionSaturday (Day 4). Early Saturday morning, with the kids now gone with Frank for their

karate lessons, Angela gets back to her search. She decides to check out the reviews and

other similar products. She does the same search for “chair with shade,” and this time new

brands are displayed: Kelsyus, Kamp-Rite, and Quik Shade. She checks them out, reads the

reviews on the retailer websites and Ebook Tops, and picks another contender to Renetto,

Kelsyus, due to its strong reviews, build quality, and color options.Next, Angela Google’s

“Kelysyus vs. Renetto” and finds there is a question posted in the FAQ section of . She learns

that “although the Renetto canopy chair and Kelsyus canopy chair are of the same patented

innovation and design, we use the Kelsyus brand as a budget-conscious option.” She also

learns that as a result, the Renetto brand offers a much stronger build, greater color options,

higher capacity, and a larger canopy. How intriguing, she thinks, that the two brands she

narrowed her search to, are manufactured by the same company!As she is exiting the site, a

pop-up offering 20% off your entire order with a promo code appears, and as she has pretty

much decided to go with Renetto, it’s now a no-brainer since there’s only a $20 price difference

left between the two chair brands.Just to reaffirm her decision, she does a quick search for

“Renetto,” and there she finds links to two posts that clinch the deal. One from Gizmodo and



the other from Wirecutter, with titles that say “The Best Portable Chair.”Decision made.Armed

with her credit card, she heads back to and places an order for two canopied chairs: one for

her in pink, her favorite color, with a matching canopy and footrest, and a blue set for Frank.

She uses her promo code and selects the fastest shipping option. The entire experience is

seamless, and it’s done! Within a few minutes, she receives a welcome email. The email is well-

designed, personalized, and lets her know that she will receive another email with her tracking

number when her order is ready to be shipped. And later that evening, she gets an email

notifying her that her order has shipped, along with a shipping confirmation number. The days

of waiting for a week to have an item delivered are certainly over, she thinks.Phase 5: Brand

Moment of TruthTuesday (Day 5). Mid-day on Tuesday, Angela receives an email confirming

her order was delivered. She is excited to unbox, and both she and Frank set up the chairs

after they put the kids to bed. She is impressed with the overall build, loves the hot pink color,

and is excited that she can finally stay out of the sun.Phase 6: Brand Ambassador/

ReferralWednesday (Day 6). Back from work, and after having dinner with her family, Angela is

now ready for the weekly soccer game. The chair is loaded in the SUV, and when she reaches

the field, she is excited to make great use of her new chair. She heads straight for where all her

friends are sitting and places the chair right smack in the middle of all the action. As she starts

watching her kids and makes conversation with the other soccer parents, she can’t help but

think that this is the best $100 purchase she has ever made!Phase 7: Repeat Post-Purchase

Brand Touch (Reinforcement)Friday (Day 7). As Angela checks her personal email in the

middle of the day, she sees a message from Renetto. The email is short and sweet, checking

to see if she has been able to use the chair, and if so, could she click on the link to leave a

review. Angela doesn’t think twice and takes a few minutes to type a praising review for her

chair and Renetto.While each of these phases has a different brand life-cycle descriptor, each

one details a specific point when the consumer interacts with the brand. These instances are

referred to as “brand touchpoints.”The average number of touchpoints a typical brand is

responsible for has expanded with the rise of social media and eCommerce. Touchpoints

include your website, store, point of sale, phone system, marketing and transactional emails,

online help center, social media accounts, service and support teams, and much, much more:

from word-of-mouth referrals to street teams, to branded applications.To smoothly lead a

customer through the buyer’s journey, like Angela’s experience with Renetto in our story, a

brand must present a consistent message and voice across all its touchpoints. You may have

heard this advice before, but it’s often ignored by mega-budget brands that splatter hundreds of

touchpoints out into the mediasphere to “get more awareness” than their competitors. This

approach only generates a lot of wasteful noise, but for upstarts, consistency is now demanded

by consumers who are already overburdened by market signals from the moment they wake

up. A staggering 87% of consumers expect the customer experience to be consistent across all

channels and devices used to interact with brands, and 60% of millennials expect a coherent

experience from brands whether they interact online, in-store, or via phone.4Brand Agnostic?

Really?!As consumers, we are now linked to the brands in our community and world.

Remember the neat personal expression Pins from the ‘80s? (Ok, maybe only through rerun

viewings of Fast Times at Ridgemont High or Sixteen Candles, but trust us, it was a self-

expression movement). Well, the best, and thus longest living brands, have been defined to

such a fine point that they are clearly understood by most people in their day-to-day lives. We

may not even realize it, but we are promotional vehicles for the brands we love, whether it’s the

can of soda we’re carrying, the athletic jersey we’re wearing, or the Persols® or Raybans®

we’re rocking: we are presenting these brands to the world. Whether or not we are conscious of



it, by association, these brands have become part of our identity, what we represent to the

world as far as who we are.This even applies to people who claim they aren’t “into” brands, or

do not see brands as part of their personal brand. They claim to be hyper-rational consumers,

driven only by utility and price. And we are all consumers: we’ve just upgraded from free-range

meat, pond water, and mammoth-wool robes.Sure, there was a short-lived consumer-

packaged-goods (CPG) company, called Brandless, who sold plainly packaged, high-end

staples for $3. Although their failure was due more to a failed business model, their approach

to branding was smart. “We’re unapologetically redefining what it means to be a brand,” said

Tina Sharkey, co-founder and CEO of Brandless in an interview with Fast Company.But this

“head in the sand” attitude of being brand agnostic, and I am speaking from personal

experience, is represented by a high percentage of people running eCommerce stores, who

when asked about branding in their own business equation, respond: “We realize that branding

is crucial, but presently we have more pressing matters.” Or, “We just want to launch first on

Ebook Tops, see what kind of traction we have, and then look at branding.”If that is the case,

without the work of branding, how do you answer any of these questions?1. Who is your

customer?2. How are you differentiating from your competitors?
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Kristin Wermers, “eCommerce Branding 'How to'. The 7-C Method by Neil Verma and Ren

Moulton is a helpful 'how to' for anyone who wants to learn more about building a new

eCommerce brand. From just the first few pages, you can tell the authors are passionate about

the subject matter and provide several personal of insights.As the reader is walked through the

7C's, they learn about what should be developed at each stage and are provided helpful

examples. The examples are recapped on a brand framework with visual aids as well. This is

an actionable framework that any ecomm can easily implement.As someone who was new to

eCommerce a year and a half ago, I wish I would have had this book back then. It would have

saved me a lot of trial and error.”

RC, “Neil clearly knows his stuff about E-commerce. This book is an absolute must read for

anyone working on an ecommerce business/brand. It is quite enjoyable to read and takes

ecommerce experience learned over the years by the author and puts it into actionable

advice.Additionally, unlike many business books, Neil takes the reader through the actual

creation of a brand from the beginning to help you apply the information in the book. Starting

from the get go, Neil had me ready to buy the created brand from step one. I could tell

immediately after the beginning steps that the author knows exactly what he is talking about,

and you will too.Overall, it made me realize that many successful ecommerce brands are lucky,

but that the most successful are not lucky but strategic and deliberate. While I currently don’t

run or have an ecommerce business, I am 100% confident that this book will help me in my

future business pursuits whether online or offline.I highly recommend this book for anyone

considering building an ecommerce business or even taking an existing business online. I give

it 10/10, 5 Stars, and 2 thumbs up.”

Tricia Hanley, “"People don't like to be sold, but they love to buy.". At over 350 pages, this is

several e-commerce books in one. The book is meticulously written and deeply researched,

with step-by-step, actionable instructions. You will be able to get your e-commerce brand/

product up and selling or even rethink your existing brand. Verma is right "What worked 5 years

ago is now a dead end" There is too much competition to slap some products online and hope

for the best. Don't let the word "Brand" in the title fool you; there is plenty here about traffic and

sales. The content marketing section talks about gearing your storytelling toward a specific

audience, a qualified audience that's more likely to buy. My favorite quote from the book;

"People don't like to be sold, but they love to buy."”

Ashley, “Like Marketing Class with a Cool Professor. I love marketing but im not always a huge

fan of recent marketing books, they either tend to be written like blog posts or a loose

autobiography. I actually really enjoyed Checkout though, it read like a marketing professor

teaching you a class on starting an ecommerce business. It went over bigger level topics like

focusing on your brand as well as actual things you can do to start building out your company

(ie following the 7 steps of the customer journey). We are building out our own ecommerce

channel now and im glad i read this that way i can adjust some ideas i had on the customer pre/

during/post journey. Its a quick read too! Highly recommend”

Neil Bellefeuille, “A very clear and actionable guide to building a direct to consumer brand.. As

a marketer with deep branding experience myself (albeit not in the ecommerce space) I was a

bit skeptical going into this book in terms of coming out the other side with valuable learning.

But this is a book that manages to capture the core fundamentals of great brand building and

translate it to the digital space in very clear and actionable ways. It's just enough brand theory



and strategy to give you the tools you will need to dig deep and create an authentic brand that

will stand out and stand the test of time, and the right amount of application so that you're not

left wondering how to use that theory to execute that brand in the real world. If you need a one-

stop guide to get you up and running with depth and detail, this is it.”

Brian Willard, “Not your average eCom book. A unique perspective. Checkout was a great

read! This book doesn't leave any topic untouched when it comes to developing a truly

successful eCommerce BRAND. From the very useful 7C's model, to the non-linear customer

journey, to discussing consumer unloyalty (or maybe they are), this book is great!If you are

looking to build a truly successful eCom brand that will stand the test of time, rather than sell a

widget for a short while - this book is for you!I've been working as an eCommerce Marketing

Manager for a number of years. Checkout not only helped me remember a few crucial

ingredients for success, but taught me new ones. It was easy to read and full of great examples

and experiences.”

Karlie, “Ultimate guide to e-commerce. Frome branding to traffic and even sales, Verma covers

it all.He gives step by step advice and actionable instructions. The amount of detail is

impressive, the book is 350 pages, mind-blowing...I walked away with a detailed framework to

go from ideation and story to sales and optimization.I highly recommend this book!”

Jerseyshire, “Great book about both quantitative and qualitative strategies to grow your

ecommerce business. This book is a must have for any one looking to build or grow an e-

commerce brand. Very well written and deeply researched.Neil is on point that what used to

work 5 years ago doesnt work anymore. You can't just build a nice looking site and focus on

traffic and seo. You need to do more. And the book tell exactly what more do you need.A great

book.”

GOT Fan, “An Ecommerce marketing must have!. This is an excellent blueprint to growing an

online brand. It’s refreshingly different and far more comprehensive than many books on the

same subject. It’s easy to see that the author is an expert in foreign and developing a brand

and building a defensible and scalable asset. I’ve been in Ecommerce for 18 years and this

book is easily in my top 5 for Ecommerce marketing”

MR MARTIN J MCGIRK, “Easy to read, actionable advice. Easy to read and actionable advice.

You learn a lot without it feeling like a textbook. Tons of examples, and it actually builds a brand

along with you as an example, so you can see how to apply what you've learned.This book

teaches a framework called the 7 C's of branding. It's a toolset you can use to understand what

your brand really means, who your customers are and what your messaging should be. It turns

out that things I previously thought made up branding, like what your designs look like and how

you talk to the world actually flow from those insights, and it all comes together to make a

cohesive brand story. It makes a lot of sense now that it's been explained to me.Definitely

worth a read and I'll be applying what I learned to my own company.”

Mr David C Bell, “Great ways to apply the knowledge. Great book, with real depth of content

and knowledge. As a marketing agency owner it’s great to dig into the brand side of the growth

strategy and see a lot of the advice and guidance we offer replicated in here but with real ways

to apply that knowledge. Love it.”



Hilary, “Great book. Good book on ecommerce, really enjoyed and helped me see to move

behond amazon”

Leo, “Actionable guidance. Checkout offers a framework - backed up with numerous examples

throughout - of how to build your ecommerce brand. Being new to the ecommerce game, I

know this book will be a constant point of reference going forward.”

The book by Neil  Verma has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 94 people have provided feedback.
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